INTRODUCING RON PLESCO
A GEO 18th Annual Conference Keynote Speaker

Ron is an internationally known information security and privacy attorney with 17 years’ experience in cyber investigations, information assurance, privacy, identity management, computer crime and emerging cyber threats and technology solutions.

Ron is a Principal and the National Lead of the KPMG Cyber Investigations practice. Ron joined KPMG in 2012 after a distinguished career in the private and public sectors and is a frequent speaker nationally.

Prior to joining KPMG, Ron was the CEO of the National Cyber Forensics and Training Alliance (NCFTA), where he managed the development of intelligence that led to over 400 worldwide cyber crime arrests in four years and prevented over $2 billion in fraud. Notable NCFTA intelligence-led arrests include Ghost Click, Anonymous, Coreflood and multiple online frauds.

Ron is a published, seasoned professional and recognized leader with experience in:

- Cyber Incident response and investigation
- Cyber Threat Intelligence
- Cyber Crime Threats
- Credit Card Fraud
- Identity and Information Theft
- Identity Management
- Information Assurance
- Risk and Compliance
- Brand Development/Management
- Privacy

REGISTER TODAY
www.globalequity.org/geo/GEO/Rome2017